Remembering and reworking emotions: the reanalysis of emotion in an interview
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In 1974 I interviewed a Mrs Lockwood (not her real name). She was one of twenty-one people I interviewed for my PhD research into trades unionism in the wool textile industry. After having spent some time amongst documents, newspapers, minute books and other printed ephemera, I was becoming an oral historian. Looking at my frustratingly incomplete field notes I can see that Mrs. Lockwood was amongst the first of my interviewees. She had written to me in response to a letter I had published in a local newspaper asking for people who had worked in the mills during the World War One to contact me.

I was knocked over by doing oral history. After having spent months and years reading in libraries and archives, to hear people talk about working life in the mills was immediately exciting. I felt I was talking to history itself, like Studs Terkel who, when interviewing Bertrand Russell realised he was ‘about to shake the hand of the man who shook the hand of the man who shook the hand of Napoleon’.(Russell’s uncle was Lord Russell, a Liberal MP from 1813 and later Prime Minister). The idea that there might have been anything more going on apart from the collection of data had not occurred to me. I was strictly a positivist but working with the conviction that in interviewing witnesses to mill work I was enabling women, mainly, to talk about their early working lives. I was generating accounts from women which, I argued, were not included in labour history. Sheila Rowbotham’s challenge, Hidden from History, had only been published a year previously and was just beginning to have an impact on traditionally gendered understandings of...
who made history. At that time too what existed of local history was more interested in the distant past than the remembered past. This was thirty years ago, before the doing of history became a national pastime.

My interview with Mrs Lockwood took a turn which was unexpected, so much so that I've used one particular excerpt from it many times in teaching over the last decade or so. I have used it to illustrate what happens when emotion spills out in an interview: as an example of my bad practice. When I play the extract what tends to follow in discussion is not only an evaluation of my approach but also much speculation as to what was going on in the interview, apart from my eliciting accounts of mill work and the interviewee's responses.

I want to continue with that speculation by looking at the data from the perspective of two different points in time. In 1974 I wanted to hear about work in the mill, about the young Mrs. Lockwood. However, more recently I have become interested in the secondary analysis of archived recordings. A reading of the literature suggests that secondary analysis of qualitative data is a relatively new arena for sociologists in which to debate (not so new for anthropologists, who have long been revisiting their own and each other's notebooks) and which is taking sociologists back into their and others' pasts, but with approaches which are fed by more recent discussions of context, ethics and interpretive freedoms.

However there have been warnings, such as those from Martin Hammersley who argues about the dangers of assuming that anything so simplistic as a 'databank' with empirically neutral material can be available to secondary analysis, and that lack of knowledge of the field-workers' original starting point will prevent any 'common currency' between primary and secondary analysis. He is concerned that the background of the original researcher will not be known to anyone who tried to use the data they generate and he finally argues that secondary analysis, ‘...runs against the ethnographic principles of seeking to understand settings or people in their own terms and building analyses that are grounded in the data collected’.

Natasha Mauthner, Odette Parry and Kathryn Backett-Milburn go further, drawing on experiences of returning to their own old data sets and reflecting on the changes in their lives since the data were generated. They conclude:

‘...if researchers generate new substantive findings and theories from old qualitative
data, without attending to the epistemological issues, they are being “naively realist” thus unwittingly serving to reify the data by hoodwinking us into believing they are entities without concomitant relations’.

Their argument is that data are ‘socially constructed’ and, quoting Hammersley, ‘not simply “facts that are free of theoretical presuppositions”’. Going back to my interview with Mrs Lockwood I want to consider the strength of these arguments and the value of returning to one’s own data at a later life stage by focusing on one aspect, the generation of emotion in the interview. This means considering the data in light of the debate between a realist approach, which would identify the data as having an objective existence of their own, and a post-structuralist approach which, Denzin argues, holds that, ‘things do not exist independently of their representations in social texts’. My problem is that in going back to the extract I’ve found not just how much I have changed but also how much more can be learned from it because of the changes I have lived through. While Denzin criticises the realist approach for its ‘hegemonic vision’ it could be that the post-structuralist approach is equally controlling. To look and listen for silences, experiences or relationships which are unspoken or unexpressed, is acknowledged as appropriate and rewarding, but to go beyond this and to seek out subconscious motivations, or ways of thinking, is perhaps to risk over interpretation and a distancing of the interviewee from their own words. Of course it’s true that the data emerged under specific conditions and are a product of a particular moment generated by Mrs Lockwood and myself. What is known about memory and about the social relations of the interview tells us that these data have no pre-existence in that form. They originated on a particular afternoon when she began to answer my questions. She might have told her story differently half an hour later to someone else. However, there’s no denying that what is available is there, on tape, in a transcript, and indeed available to a wider public than just myself as they’re deposited in Kirklees Local History library. There are of course ethical dilemmas facing the secondary analyst. For example, there is the issue of consent. Mrs Lockwood agreed to be interviewed about her life as a young worker in the wool textile industry. Whether or not she would have given permission for alternative uses of her data cannot be known. However, it is also the case that no consent procedure, however well drawn up, could ever guarantee a fully informed understanding of how data will be used once it has been deposited in an archive and concern about this may in fact inhibit research design and interpretation.

When researchers analyse data together they are re-using it to create new knowledge both about it, and any wider issues it illuminates. If we restrict this process then we are restricting critical appraisal and the development of knowledge. Is it really the case that what we can say about these data must be determined by what can be known about the original theorising and conditions of their inception? In contrast I would agree with Moore that if meanings can only be drawn from what can be known about the origins of the data, in context, this would seem to me to place limits on what can be known and shared about that data.

Mrs Lockwood was seventy-seven when I interviewed her at her home in Marsden (Colne Valley, West Yorkshire) where she lived on her own. I learned from her that her mother had been married with four children and left a widow before she married Mrs Lockwood’s father. There were then three more children, Mrs Lockwood being the second youngest in the family. She’d lived in Marsden, in Colne Valley, since she was nine and had worked in the mill from the age of thirteen, joining one of her sisters as a mender (rated a better job for a woman) after only eight months as a winder which was the starting job for girls at that time. She’d become a Quaker after she joined what was the Adult School movement in her teens.

What was, as Hammersley calls it, my ‘cultural habitus’ as a researcher at that time? By this he means what the researcher brings to a study in terms of ‘an informal and intuitive element…acquired over time in fieldwork’. I have to say that in 1974 mine was fairly limited. I was thirty, married with two small children and living in a village next to the University of Essex, a ‘university wife’ as we were called then. I knew West Yorkshire only from living in nearby Leeds as a sociology student in the 1960s but Colne Valley was new to me apart from what I had read of its radical history and wool textile work. My thesis topic was the main wool textile trade union. I wanted to find out what happened during World War One to a relatively quiescent union led by men in an industry which employed mainly women. Work, women’s lives and trades unionism were my interests, topics inspired by my socialist feminist politics at the time. As far as my training as a sociologist was
concerned I had survived exposure to structural functionalists and was seeking some kind of integration of Marxist and interpretive understandings of society. Oral history seemed to be offering interesting possibilities.19

In the extract that follows Mrs Lockwood is answering a question I had put to her about the pattern of the working week.

And it was a regular thing on a Saturday morning to go down to the village to a chip shop and fetch fish and chips for three or four families for the Saturday dinner and the fish and chips were three halfpence. The fish and the chips were three halfpence then.

For each meal?

And they all used to be wrapped up separate. And I used to have two great big shopping bags full. But I used to regulate it so that as I was going home the people were coming home from work and they used to help me to carry them home. The neighbours’ children as well they knew and they used to help me to carry them home. Now they usually gave me a penny. But you know I never spent those pennies, I used to take them every one home to me mother. Towards you know, as they said, towards me keep. I never, and I hardly knew what I – in fact I never had above a halfpenny or a jam jar on a Saturday. But another thing – I’m not boring you am I?

No

Well, and it’s come to my knowledge, very forcibly, since I wrote to you about this. As I say mother never went to school a day in her life, we attended Church of England. But there was another lady that lived not far away, but not in the same road. She was a very nice lady and sometimes I used to shop for her. And she used to me one day, she said, Nellie, I have a ticket for the Messiah and I can’t go, would you like to go with it? And I don’t know that I’d ever heard the word Messiah then although I knew the Church of England story about Jesus being crucified and all that. I don’t think I’d heard the word Messiah before then. And I went alone that night and – we’d a very good choral society in the village at that time – and I heard the Messiah that night, the first time I’d ever heard it.
And how old would you be then?

Well I shouldn’t be above eleven or twelve.

You went on your own or

I went on my own absolutely. And I shall never forget it. And I could cry now when I think how I was touched with ‘He was despised and rejected’.

Very beautiful isn’t it?

Because many a time I felt that I was despised especially with me mother and father not living together, you know. I never hear it now but what I think about that.

It’s a big experience for a child of 11 isn’t it?

It was a wonderful experience to me.

And it was just in the town here in Marsden?

Yes, yes, it was in the Mechanics’ Hall in Marsden.

And they do it every year?

They did in those days. Yes, they don’t now but they did in those days.

And it would just be ordinary people from the town?

They used to have principals came from away you see. It was the ordinary village people who were in the chorus.

And what about the orchestra, that would be

Well we had quite a good few people – you see there weren’t any wireless, there wasn’t any television in those days.20

Looking at the interview again, I can see that from the start Mrs. Lockwood was taking a rather different tack to what I had expected. The story of her parents’ separation shortly after she was nine, following rows between her father and her older stepsiblings, came with responses to my first questions about her their employment, sources of family income and her first job in the mill. However, as is evident from this excerpt, I was unprepared for her emotion.
in recalling this time in her life. I was unprepared and also unable to cope with her feelings. It wasn’t just that she had veered away from the topics I wanted to hear her talk about; I simply didn’t know what to do with the emotion she expressed in the interview situation. Until I knocked on her door that afternoon we’d only corresponded by letter. Though I now knew a few things about her personal and family life we were still strangers and I didn’t know how to cope with the feelings she was expressing. My action, as is obvious from the interview recording and transcript, was to try to move her back to where I wanted to be: talking in safety about her memories of mill life.

In using this extract when I teach about oral history interviewing, I am usually satisfied if the discussion turns towards what to do when faced with such a situation, or to what extent her emotions were as unexpected to her as to me, or whether she was taking advantage of the interview to go back to past hurts with the benefit of an audience. I hope that students aren’t reluctant to be critical of my then emergent technique though I am always relieved when someone exonerates me from being completely insensitive by pointing out that in distracting her I might have been helping her through the emotion rather than reinforcing her grief. A general point we reach is that there are limits to the oral historian’s therapeutic role in the context of someone’s recall, though we need to be aware of potential hazards for either side and be clear that we should aim to do no harm.

Briefly to sketch in my current ‘cultural habitus’ I need hardly point out that I’m now thirty six years older, retired and a member of the ‘sandwich generation’, that is I have a living parent as well as grandchildren. I’m now a fully employed academic and I’m still a socialist, though not the same kind of socialist as I used to be. And I am still married to the same person and it is many years since I was last in Colne Valley.

I could go on but what it seems to me is more important are the theoretical and methodological influences which now help me as I go back to listen to the emotion in the extract I’ve just played. These also are now part of my ‘cultural habitus’. And they’re part of a shared ‘habitus’ of a repertoire of interpretive discourses which I didn’t have access to earlier, discourses which others are also engaged in.

What I’m now aware of, which I wasn’t then, is theorising about meaning in later life and how oral history making is likely to be affected by the mental processes and tasks, to use an Eriksonian term, faced by an older person. However sensitive and aware feminist oral historians and ethnographers have been to the perspectives and likely worldviews of other women, they rarely if ever considered the late life perspective. Likewise, identity theorists such as Giddens, with their post-modern analyses of identity maintenance and construction, fail to include the view from old age. What we are offered, thanks to Erikson and others, are approaches which emphasise ideas of resolution, integration and acceptance. We also now know that in late life, as well as in earlier life, there are many different ways in which people attach meaning to their lives. And we now also have theories of the role of narrative in late life, with McAdams’s idea of the construction of the self through the telling of a coherent and acceptable story. This is a theme also taken up by Coleman and colleagues who, in reminding us of the salience of family as a focus for meaning in very late life, argue that ‘...ageing is characterised by a search to find a personally meaningful way of life which connects the past with the present’.

What might I draw from these ideas which could add to an understanding of Mrs Lockwood’s interview? While I am attracted to ideas of narrative and the search for a coherent identity in late life, I think I would agree with Gubrium and Wallace, and emphasise the active theorising which Mrs Lockwood was engaged in during her interview. At the time of the interview I was more likely to consider her as being some kind of resource which would switch on in response to my questions. The idea that she might be an active agent in the interview, not simply an ‘empty vessel’ without ideas and perspectives of her own, had not occurred to me.

Drawing on Plummer, we can see that she was using the common narrative form of epiphany (ironically, in connection with a performance of ‘Messiah’) which, as he explains in a quite different context, is ‘...a crucial turning point marked by radical consciousness raising’. She was doing this to explain how, as a young person, she came to call herself a victim; then there was no such identity available.

In today’s language she might have witnessed a crisis of suffering rather than internalising and privatising that experience. In today’s language she might have called herself a victim; then there was no such identity available.

I might also learn from recent studies of emotion and memory and accept that emotion may determine what is available in memory narratives. Misztal in her Theories of Social Remembering suggests that emotions lead directly to the past and bring the past somati-
ally and vividly into the present.31 Without those emotional sensations Mrs Lockwood might not have recalled the events and experiences I was interested to hear about. The passion of her recall suggests that any attempt by me to separate out the facts from the feelings was, and is, a lost cause. Understanding this now makes it difficult for me to accept the notion of recall in late life as necessarily being focused around acceptance and resolution. It could be that her recall should be labelled ‘obsessive’ in accordance with Watt and Wong’s taxonomy. In their words she might be viewed as ‘…preoccupied with ruminations on disturbing past events and…haunted by feelings of guilt, resentment and despair’.32 Indeed this may well have been my uninformed reaction in 1974; being confronted by someone intent on talking about past hurt and humiliation was unsettling to me and sent off warning bells immediately.

Now I’m able to see the emotions Mrs. Lockwood displays in her recall of the events of her life as part of her story. They are a sign that, in late life, far from seeking composure or resolution, feelings continue to play a part in remembering and, even in the case of the recall of hurtful events, may play a positive role for the individual. In Why Life Speeds Up as You Get Older Douwe Draaisma explains why ‘humiliations’ seem to be indelibly imprinted on memory. They ‘…bring out a critical change in our lives and are then accommodated in the memory with appropriate respect’ and that their storing and recall in ‘real time’ ‘…gives your body every chance to re-experience the physical reactions you had at the time’ and to see yourself in that remembered scene.33

In the extract, we’re joining in as Mrs. Lockwood sees and feels herself back in time, a young person, hearing a concert in a public setting. What I might have discarded as ‘research debris’ or irrelevant detritus is indeed central to the telling of her story. It is not to be skipped over and ignored in the listening and in the primary analysis. In my secondary analysis I can see that the story she tells is more significant than I had previously thought.

‘Messiah’ was, and still is, one of the most popular and often performed pieces in the repertoire of the local choral society. From Dave Russell’s History of Popular Music, 1840-1914, we can get an idea of what kind of a choir Mrs Lockwood might have heard, its social class composition and general standing. My clumsy diversionary questioning did lead her to describe the make-up of the choir, from which we might gather that it was more likely that she heard a smaller cantata choir rather than an oratorio choir for which the more expensive tickets were sold on subscription. As Russell explains: ‘Admission rates of 2d, 3d or 6d were very frequent, enabling them to draw sizeable audiences for such key social and musical events as the Christmas Messiah...In countless village halls, schoolrooms, mission halls and chapels, choral music reached those for whom the concerts of a Leeds Philharmonic were at best a luxury, at worst, an impossibility. Messiah was ‘never superseded’, Russell says, by other works from mid nineteenth century and, ‘...most northern choirs performed the work virtually every Christmas’, knowing that without it their profits would be hit.

Reference to Messiah in the interview did not engage me at the time. My generation was escaping from such cloying passion. I recognised the powerful mix of early socialism and Christianity that fuelled the left politics of areas such as Huddersfield and Colne Valley but more in the spirit of resignation in the face of what I judged as false consciousness than from any sense of shared understanding. Now social history has changed to encompass many more aspects of working class lives than I had previously allowed. We can now situate attending Messiah alongside other activities and, thanks to historians of popular music like Dave Russell, can see that Mrs Lockwood was taking part in a wave of activity which reached its peak in the 1890s. He gives the example of Bradford, where, in 1900, there were ‘almost thirty choral societies, some twenty brass bands, an amateur orchestra, six concertina bands, a team of handbell-ringers, two music-halls and a number of venues offering Saturday evening “popular” concerts’. Russell points to the ‘nationalisation’ of popular culture which was also a feature of this period though identifies differences in taste and subcultures at each end of the social class spectrum. This was a development, however, in which there was, he argues, ‘a sharing of common taste across a broad social range’ and that ‘Most contemporaries, even those sympathetic to the working classes, were unaware of this’, citing William Morris as a prime exponent of the idea of the working class as deprived cultural philistines. Russell points out that this musical movement meant that ‘ordinary people’ were familiar with the works of Handel, Wagner and Donizetti, some indeed being close to expert.

By following the lead she presents in her interview Mrs Lockwood was taking me into quite a different world, to share her experience of a popular and passionate form of expression which was socially shared and, also socially solidaristic in ways which, if I had had only her account of mill life to go on, I would have had no sense of whatsoever.

Something has changed in the repertoire of interpretations available now. Though I am older, that doesn’t bring me any closer to Mrs Lockwood. I’m not convinced that there’s likely to be any kind of ready solidarity or empathy to be drawn out of my added years. I can’t read myself back into that interview as an older woman any more than I could assume any womanly solidarity at the time. Jean Dunscombe’s and Julie Jessop’s welcoming of a ‘much more sceptical debate concerning the limits and ethical problems of “feminist” qualitative research methods’ has relevance for gerontologists I would argue. We may know more about remembering in late life from personal experience but that shouldn’t privilege a personal interpretation.

To conclude I want to return to the suppositions about ‘naïve realism’ and the allegations about a fact-laden data bank with which I began my discussion of secondary analysis. I’ve looked back at an extract from one of my first interviews and invited speculation as to what was going on at that time. This has involved me in a certain amount of reflexivity. I’ve considered who I was then and what particular theoretical and methodological constraints contributed to the context in which that interview developed. What I couldn’t do, of course, was include Mrs Lockwood in that process. Whatever I have to say is without benefit of her reflexivity. I’ve looked at what has happened since that interview in terms of new ideas about old age remembering, emotions in the interview and an exploration of what I had earlier tried to reject. I’ve added my years into the discussion but discounted the idea that they have any essential value.

What I am now going on to argue finally is that secondary analysis can add to our knowledge of what might have been going on in that original interview. Going back to earlier interviews, with reflection and new theorising, and in my case accepting the value of expressed emotions even when these run against my own responses, I have been able to draw out new
NOTES

1. This article is an edited version of a plenary paper originally given at 'Current and Future Pasts', the 5th International Symposium on Cultural Gerontology, 19-21 May 2005, The Open University, Milton Keynes, UK.


16. The Adult School movement was an initiative in adult education which began at the end of the eighteenth century under the influence of Quakers with the aim of providing basic education and non-denominational bible studies to working class women and men. It peaked in size in the early twentieth century when it had around 1900 schools involving 1400 adults. See Smith, M. K. ‘Adult schools and the making of adult education’, the encyclopedia of informal education, www.infed.org/lifelonglearning/adult_schooldm, 2004. [Accessed online 28 June 2010].


30. This part of Messiah, ‘He was despised and rejected’ is an air traditionally sung by a mezzosoprano, and begins: ‘He was despised, despised and rejected, rejected of men A man of sorrows, a man of sorrows and acquainted with grief. As I, or anyone else, reads the text or hears the words, we’re automatically drawn into a process of secondary analysis. What I’ve tried to show here is that our shared ‘cultural habitus’ as well as any individual experience and perspective we bring to data analysis needs to be an ongoing and open process and one which is accepting of a range of emotions which may let the healer into unexpected worlds of experience and meaning. Rather like the OpenSource initiative in computer programming I welcome analysis by others as a means to freeing data which I once generated from any real or supposed epistemological confinement located in its origins so that others can draw their own interpretations.
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.
He was despised, rejected, he was despised and
rejected of men.
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief.
He was despised, rejected.
A man of sorrows and acquainted with grief, and
acquainted with grief.
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